Absfrucf-This paper presents an analysis of the information transfer from emitter space to detector space in Single Photon Computed Tomography (SPECT) systems which, unlike the study in [l], takes into account the fact that count loss "side information" is generally not available at the detector. This side information corresponds to the number of lost or deleted y-rays due to lack of interaction with the detector. We show that the information transfer depends on the structure of the likelihood function of the emitter locations associated with the detector data. This likelihood function is the average of a set of ideal-detection likelihood functions each matched to a particular set of possible deleted y-ray paths. We derive a lower bound on the information gain due to the incorporation of the count loss side information at the detector which is shown to be significant under either of the following conditions: 1) when the mean emission rate is small; 2) when the y-ray deletion probability is strongly dependent on emitter location. Numerical evaluations of the mutual information, with and without side information, associated with information optimal apertures and uniform parallel-hole collimators are then presented.
I. INTRODUCTION INGLE Photon Emission Computed Tomography
S (SPECT) is a diagnostic imaging system based on reconstruction from projections of a y-ray emitting source. SPECT systems are composed of a radioactive y-ray emitting spatial source, a set of position sensitive detector surfaces which detect incident y-rays, and a perforated lead aperture placed between the source and the detector in order to reduce the residual uncertainty in emitter position associated with the detected y-rays. The set of projections are defined as the sequence of incident y-ray positions along the set of detector surfaces. The emission process is modeled as a marked Poisson process over the spatial field of view of the detectors, and the detection process is obtained from the emission process from the randomly directed line paths of the y-rays. Not all of the line paths pass through the perforations in the aperture and are detected, however. The loss of detected counts can be due to absorption into aperture septa, noninteraction with the detector scintillation crystal, or nonintersection of the y-ray path with the detector surfaces. Furthermore, for high count rate studies, detected counts may not be registered due to detector, or system, dead time [2] . In this manner, the projections form a thinned marked Poisson process which is obtained by random deletions of certain y-ray paths.
In Emission Computed Tomography (ECT) , the overall performance of image reconstruction and classification algorithms is limited by the quality of the projections provided by the aperture/detector geometry. These projections contain the information on emitter locations which is essential for accurate reconstruction of the mean emitter distribution constituting the object of interest. In the context of SPECT [ 11, and other inverse problems [3]- [7] , the mutual information has been used as an objective measure of system performance where other more conventional measures have been difficult to apply. This approach has been justified based on the role of the mutual information as a measure of intrinsic invertibility of a system transfer function, i.e., a measure of the degree to which the observations determine the variables to be recovered. In addition, the mutual information is related to reconstruction error through the rate distortion lower bound of information theory: uniformly low mutual information necessarily implies poor reconstruction performance under any convex penalty criterion [SI.
In [ l ] a mutual information analysis was applied to an ideal-detection SPECT system having the capability of detecting the occurrence of an emission even if the emitted y-ray is not detected on the detector surface. Presently, practical SPECT detection systems do not record the "side information" concerning the occurrence of undetected y-rays. In this paper, we generalize the information analysis of [ l ] to the case where some counts are lost due to undetected y-rays, which we call random deletions. We present results concerning the effect of the random deletions on the mutual information via comparisons of the results obtained here and the results obtained in [ 11.
BACKGROUND A N D MAIN ASSUMPTIONS
With few exceptions, throughout the paper we use the conventions that capital and bold letters denote random variables, e.g., X , , n, while lower case letters denote their realizations, e.g., x, and n.
Let X and ' y denote the "source space" and the "detector space," respectively. As in [ I ] 
A y-ray emitted at location Xi can either be detected at a location Yi E y on some detector surface, or it can go undetected, an event denoted "F" for deletion or failure.
The conditional probability of F given X i = x is denoted by p F ( x ) , and the unconditional probability of F is the expectation:
The conditional density of Y, given X, = x and "not F" (no deletion) is denoted by f ( y 1 x ) for y E y . The conditional density of Yi given "not F" is as follows:
Both f ( y I x ) and f, ( y ) are normalized densities, i.e., they have unit mass when integrated over y E 3. Observe that p F ( x ) andf ( y 1 x ) are functions specified by the system geometry, while PF and f, are also functions off,.
Let for which the number n -m is known, or, equivalently, for which the total number of emissions n is known. In the sequel we refer to this knowledge as the "count loss side infomation."
The process ( N , , W ) is a marked homogeneous Poisson process [9] with mark space W = y U F and rate A:
In (5) 
The mutual information measure can be applied to any estimation, detection, or other statistical problem which can be imbedded in a communication paradigm involving a set of "source symbols," { U }, which are the input to a "communication channel" yielding a set of output "destination symbols," { V }, which can be observed. In the context of tomography, the mutual information should be defined relative to a particular task by suitable definition of the source symbols. In [8, Ch. 61 image classification and detection tasks are considered, here we concentrate on tomographic reconstruction.
The overall tomographic system relating the "input" fr to the "output" f, can be represented as the cascade of three channels (see Fig. 1 ): the first generates the emitter locations ( g, n ) from the emitter distributionf,; the second generates the detection process ( N , , I ) from its input ( X, n); and the third generates the reconstructionf, from its input ( N , , I ) . The first channel is essentially a randomization mechanism following the statistics of a marked Poisson process. The second channel is characterized by the physical mechanisms underlying y-ray production and detection, which is partially determined by the system geometry. The third channel is determined by the particular reconstruction algorithm which is applied to the measured data. For tomographic reconstruction, a worthwhile objective would be to maximize the mutual information between the mean emitter distribution, U = f r , and the y-ray detection process V = ( N , , I ) . If a set of possible mean emitter distributions, { f , } can be specified, along with prior probabilities on the members of the set, the mutual information I ( f,; ( N , , 1 ) ) can in principle be de-
rived. As in [ 11, we focus on the simpler task of characterizing the mutual information, related to C,, between the emitter locations U = ( _X, n ) and V = ( N , , 1) . The data processing theorem [lo] gives the result a-s follows:
where C is the information capacity of the cascaded channel constituting the transfer of source information from f, tof,, and C1, C2, C3 are information capacities of each of the three channels indicated in Fig. 1 . Hence, while a large information capacity C2 is not sufficient for the overall capacity C to be large, a large C, is necessary for C to be large. In this sense a characterization of the mutual information I ( ( X, n); ( N v , 1 ) ) is relevant to the transfer of information across the system.
(E, N , ) ) was studied. The ideal-detection case corresponds to a system which has access to the side informatiun consisting of the sequence of deletions W, = F i n the process ( N x , E). It was shown in [I] that conventional measures of SPECT system performance, such as sensitivity and spatial resolution, system invertibility, and MSE of the reconstruction, are related to this ideal-detection mutual information. In this paper, we are interested in quantifying the loss in mutual-information when the detection system does not have access to the deletion side information. For this case the relevant detection process is I/ = ( N , , 1) and the mutual information is defined as follows:
From the above expression it is clear that to evaluate the mutual information the posterior likelihood function
IV. THE POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION Define the binary "deletion indicator function" d, as follows:
With this notation define the column vector 4 = [ d , , Using the Poisson property that, conditioned on n = n , the pairs { ( W,, XI ) }: = are independent, the joint distribution of (&, n ) and the ideal observations ( N x , E) is as follows [8] :
By summing the joint distribution dP( ( _X, n), ( N , , -W ) ) over the possible ways that n -m deletions W, = F can occur in the sequence E, and dividing by dP ( N , , 1) (6), the conditional distribution of ( X , n ) given the de- Using this notation, from (12) and (13) we have:
( 1 4 ) where ad is a weight associated with the prior probability that the particular length m subsequence of emitter posi-
, x~(~) generated the m detected y-rays:
It is important to note that the likelihood functions (12) and (11) and D ( p F (x) 11 P F ) is the information divergence between the conditional probability of deletion, p F ( x ) , and the average probability of deletion, PF:
The entropy H ( n ) is present in (16) since perfect information is provided by the ideal detection process ( N , , -W ) concerning the number of emissions.
The following are the main results of this paper. (12) and the uncompensated likelihood function (13) .
led is the mutual information between the emitter locations and the detection processes when the count loss side information is not available at the detector. An approximation to I,, is obtained by neglecting the third term on the right hand side of the equality (20):
The right hand side of (2 1) D( pF ( x ) 11 P F ) is the information divergence (19) between the conditional probability of deletion, p F ( x ) , and the average probability of deletion, PF.
The proof of the above proposition uses an application of the log-sum lemma (121. The loosest inequality,
I
I , , of Proposition 3 expresses the obvious fact that omis-sion of the count loss side information can only decrease the mutual-information. The amount of decrease peremission can be measured by the loss:
The inequalities (22), (24), and (25), of Proposition 2 give the chain of lower bounds on the loss:
The lower bound (28) is composed of the sum of two terms: 1) the scaled difference [ H ( n ) -H ( m ) ] / A between the entropies of the number of emissions and number of detections; and 2) the information divergence D( p F ( x ) 11 P F ) , given in (19). While each of these terms are nonnegative, it will be seen below that for large A, the information divergence term dominates the loss lower bound (28). The information divergence term can be interpreted as an (asymmetric) measure of the distance between the conditional deletion probability p F (x) and the average deletion probability PF in the sense that (19) is zero if the two probabilities are equal while (19) increases as SpF ( x ) I pF ( x ) -P F I dx increases [12] . Furthermore, D ( pF (x) 11 P F ) has the interpretation of information, Z(X,; approaches zero as PF approaches one. Hence, the bound on information loss (28) approaches zero as PF decreases to zero, while the bound approaches H ( n ) / A , the normalized entropy of the number of emissions, as PF increases to one. Since an information value of H ( n ) corresponds to maximum uncertainty in the number of emitted counts, this behavior is consistent with intuition, and suggests that, at least for large or small PF, the bounds (24) and (28) are fairly tight.
It is interesting to consider the relative magnitude of the loss as compared to the ideal-detection mutual information as a function of emission rate A. It can be shown [8,
Ch. 51 that the following asymptotic forms of (28) hold:
Based on the asymptotic forms (29) of the per-emission information loss, the following implications can be deduced. For low mean emission rates, A, the per-emission information loss is a logarithmic function of 1 /A, which can be significant if the average probability of deletion, PF, is high. In particular, for very low mean emission rates the loss becomes unbounded. On the other hand, for high mean emission rates the per-emission information loss is a constant independent of A: the information divergence. If the divergence is large the absolute loss I, -Zed can be significant. In terms of per-emission information loss it can be concluded that there is a diminishing return on incorporating count loss side information into the observations as A increases: for large A the return cannot be
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES To illustrate the sensitivity of the mutual information criterion to the effect of random deletions we numerically computed the mutual information for ideal detection, I , 
In these studies we considered two simple cases of one-dimensional line sources, referred to as objects in the sequel: 1) a single uniform (constant spatial intensity) source occupying 25 percent of the field of view, 2) two spatially separated uniform sources, called bimodal sources in the figures, each occupying 10 percent of the field of view.
We found optimal apertures by numerically maximizing the ideal-detection mutual information, Io, and the nonideal detection mutual information bound I , . For the cases studied, it was determined that the optimal apertures resulting from maximization of each of the criteria, I, and 11, were virtually identical despite the different functional forms of these two criteria. This is significant since efficient methods for maximization of Io, which have been studied in [ 11, can be used to maximize I , . Furthermore, the optimal strategy displayed by I,-maximizing aper- Fig. 2 , are regions where opening or closing of the aperture has little or no effect on the projections since the possible y-ray paths which intersect these regions do not intersect the detector. Over these regions we have arbitrarily set the aperture to a closed state. In Fig. 3 optimal apertures for a bimodal source are displayed as a function of object-to-aperture distance Doe.
The bimodal source has intersource separation d = 80 mm and each source occupies 20 mm. The aperture thickness is A = 2 mm. Note that over regions of the aperture which would otherwise cause severe multiplexing between the two sources on the detector, e.g., the center region, the aperture is closed.
In Fig. 4 timal aperture of Fig. 4 , the fluence is inferior, as is the mutual information. In particular there is more than twice as much emitter related information, 11, at the detector for the optimal aperture than for the collimator aperture. An important unsolved problem is the specification of a decoding algorithm which can extract this additional information.
In Fig. 6 the results of maximization of the mutual information via specification of optimal apertures are dis- 29), that the count loss side information is more significant at low mean count rates than at high mean count rates. In particular for A = 100, and optimal apertures, the lack of count loss side information incurs a loss of approximately 5 percent of the mutual In Fig. 9 the mutual information per emission is plotted for A = 100 and A = 1000, respectively, and for the case where the aperture is optimized for an intersource distance d = 80 mm, yielding the aperture of Fig. 4 , while the true intersource distance varies over the range 20 mm to 160 mm. The increased magnitude curvature of these curves relative to the lower two pairs of curves in Fig. 6 reflects the degree to which the fixed aperture is suboptimal, due to mismatch, when d is different from the value for which it was optimized.
In Fig. 10 the mutual information per emission is plotted as a function of intersource distance d for A = 100 and A = 1000, respectively, and for the parallel-hole collimator aperture of Fig. 5 . Comparison between these curves and the curves in Fig. 9 indicates that the collimator is more robust to changes in d, in the sense that the mutual information curves in Fig. 10 are virtually constant over a large range of d around d = 80 mm. It is to be recalled, however, that the collimator has only half as much mutual information as the optimal aperature when d = 80 mm. Comparison of the A = 100 curves to the analogous curves in Fig. 9 indicates a 100 percent gain in MI is possible by using an MI-optimal aperture. This gain is only achievable if true separation d = 80 mm is known. . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . Fig. 4 , is compared to the mutual information of uniform parallel-hole collimators with 1 mm aperture opening width, 50 percent duty cycle, and varying thicknesses A. For all collimator thicknesses studied, the collimators had significantly lower mutual information than the mismatched optimal aperture, labeled "optimal" in the figure, the deficiency increasing as the thickness increases. For the collimators shown, it is better, in an information sense, to use a mismatched optimal aperture. In Fig. 12 , a similar comparison of mutual information ( ZI ) is shown for a set of collimators with fixed thickness A = 2 mm, 50 percent duty cycle, and various widths of the aperture openings. As the width was increased, the mutual information increased to a maximum at A = 4 mm and then began to decrease for larger values of A . Comparing the collimator mutual information curve associated with this optimal value A = 4 mm, and the mismatched aperture mutual information curve, labeled "optimal" in the figure, it is evident that the robustness of this collimator begins to pay off as the true value of d increases beyond 140 mm. This implies that if the uncertainty in the actual intersource separation is significant, e.g., greater than 50 percent of the nominal value of 80 mm, the collimator with A = 4 mm may have better information transfer properties than the mismatched aperture. On the other hand, if the uncertainty in d is less than 20 percent the mismatched aperture can still guarantee at least a 10 percent gain in mutual information over the collimators studied.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the performance of SPECT from the point of view of information transfer from the object to the projections on the detector which takes account of count loss side information. This side information corresponds to the number of lost y-rays due to lack of interaction with the detector, e.g., through SPECT aperture absorption, out-of-field y-ray paths, or incomplete energy deposition into the scintillator. The mutual information between the n y-ray emissions and the m I n y-ray detections involves the likelihood function of the n emitter locations. This likelihood function can be represented as the weighted average of (2) uncompensated likelihood functions, each of which is the likelihood of a possible subset of m of the n emission locations. An upper bound on the mutual information was then given, and a lower bound on the information loss due to the deletions of y-ray paths was given. This lower bound indicated that the impact of count loss side information on the information transfer can be significant if either the mean emission rate, A, is small or if the deletion probability is strongly dependent on spatial emitter location. The small A regime may be relevant for dynamical studies where successive imaging times are limited to intervals over which the emitter distribution is nearly time independent. The deletion probability can be strongly dependent on emitter location for SPECT systems with spatially variant mean response, such as those incorporating coded apertures.
Results of a numerical study of two one-dimensional line sources were presented which indicated that the SPECT aperture which maximizes the mutual information is virtually identical to the ideal-detection informationoptimal SPECT aperture, studied in [ I] . For a mean emission rate of 100 events, and a source made up of two spatially separated line sources, called a bimodal source, the count loss accounts for a 5 percent drop in mutual information per-emission. As the mean emission rate increases to 10,000 the mutual information per-emission is not significantly affected by the count loss. Furthermore, for the bimodal source studied, the information-optimal aperture provides more than a 10 percent gain in information relative to an information-optimized uniform parallel-hole collimator when the source separation is known to within I25 20 percent of its true value. This implies that the information-optimal aperture is relatively robust to deviations of the source away from the assumed aperture design point. This suggests that the mutual information criterion might be relevant to aperture design when one has a good initial guess of the true mean distribution.
While the information based approach taken in this paper can indicate potential information gains, it does not tell us how to use the measurements to achieve the information gain. This situation is inherent to the Shannon theory of communication: the theory only establishes the existence of optimal source coding which can achieve maximum information transfer. For practical realization of the benefits of the information gains reported here more work needs to be done. As a first step, we are currently considering the implementation of the maximum likelihood estimator for the emitter locations discussed in Section IV of this paper.
APPENDIX
Here we prove the three propositions given in this paProof of Proposition I : Identification of ( 8, n ) and per.
(Ny, E) with U and V in (7) gives:
The posterior distribution dP( X , n I N,, U / ) can be ob- 
( 3 8 )
To obtain the differential probability d P ( y , m , x, n ) integrate the product of dP(N,, 1) (6) We next invoke the log-sum inequality [ 
Substitution of (45) and (46) 
